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3rd Nordic Workshop on Digital Foundations of Business, 

Operations, Strategy and Innovation (DBOSI’21) 
 
 

Call for position papers 
 

Wednesday 10 February 2021 – 14:30 to 17:30 (CET) 
Thursday 11 February 2021 – 14:30 to 17:30 (CET) 

Friday 12 February 2021 – 14:30 to 17:30 (CET) 
 
 

 
This third invitational hands-on and small-scale research paper workshop on digital foundations 
of business, operations, innovation and strategy will bring together a small group of researchers 
from information systems, computer science, operations management, innovation, and 
strategy. The aim of the workshop is developmental and focuses on presenting and sharing 
early-stage research that both junior and senior scholars are working on in these areas.  
 
Our intent is to bring together scholarly communities, to provide opportunities for knowledge 
exchange and collegial interactions, and to pool new insights and ideas for future research, 
all in a friendly and supportive atmosphere. Due to the current public health situation, the 
workshop will be held online in three sessions in the second week of February. 
  
If you are interested in presenting your ongoing research and getting feedback from leading 
scholars in the field, please submit an extended abstract of no more than 2000 words 
(excluding references and tables) via email at research.hoi@hhs.se.  
 
The submission deadline is 18 December 2020 at 23:59 CET. We accept submissions on a first-
come, first served basis, as well as on potential and fit with the workshop topic. We will 
announce the list of accepted papers by 18 January 2021. Please see the workshop website 
for more information and submission instructions. 
 
Keynotes: Geoffrey Parker (Dartmouth College). Additional keynotes (academics and 
practitioners) to be announced. 
 
Organizers: Magnus Mähring (SSE), Anna Essén (SSE), Michael Barrett (University of Cambridge 
and SSE) 
 
The three SSE organizers will be supported by an editorial team in selecting papers and shaping 
the different sessions. The SSE colleagues in this team are Kathrin Reinsberger, Frida Pemer and 
Claire Ingram Bogusz. 
 
The workshop is organized by House of Innovation at the Stockholm School of Economics and 
the Swedish Center for Digital Innovation, in collaboration with leading Nordic universities. It 
follows the two first successful editions of the workshop at Aalto University organized by Matti 
Rossi, Robin Gustavsson and Kalle Lyytinen. 
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